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IN HASTE, THE MURRAY-DARLING BASIN AUTHORITY HAS
DEVISED A PLAN WHICH WOULD HAVE TRAGIC
CONSEQUENCES.
Back in the early 1980’s, I recall seeing, on a Sunday night
current affairs program, a delegation of parliamentarians
visiting the mouth of the Murray. They showed great concern
over the river’s condition, but in the next 25 years, little
seems to have been done. Now, the Murray-Darling Basin
Authority, in haste and desperation, is proposing an
approach that could destroy communities.
THERE ARE BETTER SOLUTIONS.
THE AUTHORITY HAS NARROWLY FOCUSSED ON
REDUCING THE AMOUNT OF WATER TO BE REMOVED
FROM THE RIVER.
WHY AREN’T WE LOOKING AT WAYS TO PUT MORE WATER
INTO THE RIVER? BECAUSE NO PROPER PROCEDURE IS
BEING USED TO EVALUATE THE FULL RANGE OF
POTENTIAL “WATER SOLUTION” PROJECTS!
Firstly, a proper procedure must assemble a much broader
list of potential projects or approaches than those that have
been recently considered - for example, a well-analysed
project to utilise some of an amazing 45000 gigalitres of
water which currently flows into the sea from the
northwest highlands of Tasmania, which is more than
enough water to supply the Goulburn irrigators, flush
out and save the mouth of the Murray, and also provide
sufficient for Victoria’s and Adelaide’s water supply!

Secondly, a proper procedure must include a proper
quantification of each project’s:
- “water benefit”
- environmental soundness/impact (both social and
physical)
- establishment cost to the taxpayer
- ongoing cost of water to the user.
I believe that if the evaluation process above is used,
then the viability will be proven of the use of the water
available in the northwest highlands of Tasmania. I have
attached two articles (containing my brightly-coloured
highlighting) by Melbourne AGE newspaper columnist
Kenneth Davidson. These provide commentary and
summary analysis of this possible project. Discussions
between a commercial organization and the Tasmanian
government occurred as recently as July 2008, but the
project did not proceed. The water would travel downhill to
the Tasmanian shore of Bass Strait and then be piped
onward to Western Port in Victoria, from where it would
supply Melbourne, at a cost to Melbourne Water of
$1700/megalitre (compare this to $4000/megalitre for desal).
This Tasmanian water would free up 400 gigalitres of water
from Melbourne’s Thompson Dam, which could then
replenish the Murray – Goulburn basin via a 30 km. $300
million tunnel from the Thompson Dam through the Great
Divide to the Goulburn at Eildon.
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT MUST TAKE THE LEAD.
I believe that our Federal Government must take the lead in
developing this project. Certainly, negotiations might be
difficult. But I remember, back in the early 1970’s,
negotiations going on to the wee hours of the morning
between then ACTU president Bob Hawke, employers, and
unions, resulting in mutually agreeable awards. The passion
to forge an agreement was incredible. Do our
parliamentarians today have this productive passion?
The stakes are much higher. Please don’t let us down.

City slickers lose as dam lies
and political ambition erode
the Murray water debate.
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i HE real reason why the
! Premier of SouthAustralia,
Mike Rann, is making a constitutional challenge to free"
up water from Victoria may
be because he will want to be seen to
be. doing something about this iifeand-death issue for South Australia
during the state election next March.
Ranri's only option is to gain a
couple of years by damming the
bottom of the Murray River at
Wellington. If this desperate plan
goes ahead it makes the Goorongand
lakes Albert and Alexandrina a saltwater estuary, The dam won't hold
back die salt moving upstream that
threatens 90 per cent of South Australia's water supply, which is dependent on the lower Murray.
,. At present, politicians are obsessing about a 0.5 per cent fan in. gross
domestic product in the December .
quarter. What happens if a sizeable
proportion of the 20 per cent of GDP
contributed to Australia by South .
Australia is lost permanently because
of the loss of po table water for its
jnajor cities?
. . .
.'• What Mr fiarui hopes to achieve is
the abilityto purchase water on the
open marketfromany location on .
: the Murray'Goulburn Basin without.
restrictions, which are currently, sub-;
je.pt to the "4 per cent cap".from any;•
one area in the case ofVictoria, .: v
Victoria claims that the Foodbowl
Modernisation Project will save'
4:25 gigalitres a year (175 for the river,
175 for irrigators and 75 for Melbourne via the north-south runnel),
It wfiuld appearthat the South Australian Government has beenadvised
by scientists that these savings-are
largely illusory. Waterflowsthat now.

in the river; water that seeps into the
ground from leaky channels eventually seeps into the river and most of
the water lost through evaporation
can't be saved because Victoria is
covering only 5 per cent of the
channels.
If South Australia wins the case,
which is mainly directed at Victoria,
Mr Rann will be able to buy the
400 gigalitres of water each year
necessary to flush the lower Murray
and send the bill, estimated to be
about $150 million a year at current
prices, to the upstream states.
The real losersfromthis will be
capital cities because, instead of
growing food, farmers will move into
the water-trading business. Food
prices will increase because of the
rising price of water and decreasing
food supplies.
Even if Mr Rann wins his threatened legal challenge, the solution is
not viable in the long term based on
the trend in rainfall patterns across
the Murray-Goulburn.Basin.
-;It is likely that ah increasing share into the ocean. Even a Goulbum ,
Valley farmer pays $300 a megalitre
of water from the basin will have to
for irrigation water. The Tasmanian,
be bought at higher and higher prii
to provide environmentalflowsto th< Government has a proposal from a
private consortium tobuy this water
mouth of the Murray.
for $300 a megalitre to pipe to MeFj*~
Over the past decade there has
bourne Water tor $1700 a megalitre,"
been a shift south in the rain band o
The proposal is that this water
south-east Australia by 200 to 300
from Tasmania would replace the
kilometres. North-west Tasmania
now receives much of Victoria's rain- ! water from the Thomson and Upper
fall. This, in turn, is causing a rain
Yarra dams, which now supply 400
shadow in central and north-east
gigalitres to Melbourne. This water
Tasmania. Fortunately, there are a
\'; would be freed up to replenish the
number of dams in north-west TasMurray-Goulburn Basin with the~
, mania, all higher than Melbourne,
I expenditure ot $300 miLJionWrjuild a
built by Hydro Tasmania.
tunnel 30 kilometres through the
The current income generated by I Great Divide to the Bildon.
this water in electricity production is
The major Impediment to this is

understanding as a precursor to the
expenditure of|$10 million by the
consortium on a detailed engineering design. i
The main problem seems to be an
irrational fear that Tasmania might r
want the water.for its own purposes"
in the future. Tiis is unlikely. Tas- ;;..,.
mania now uses 1000 gigalitres a year
compared with a measured run-off of
45,000 gigalitres a year, which is
nearly double the Australian total
usage of 24,000'gigalitres ayear.
The $150 million needed by South
Australia (or thi plaintiffs) would be
enough to cover the interest expense
at 12 per cent and capital repayments
; over 20 years on the Tasmanian pipe-

would be about a billion dollars a
year in profit to be divided up
between the states and extra wati
for the Murray-Goulburn Basin t(
expand irrigation and grow food I
China which, if the world is to tac
global warming, will be far more
valuable than current exports of <
and iron ore.
The alternative is water tradin
promoted by bureaucrats on beh
of business interests.
There is an opportunity for Pr
Minister Kevin Rudd to step in an
\knockheads together in the natlc1
nterest, with the nation crying o
ffor inspiring infrastructure proje
nthat are also environmentally SOI

